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Special education makes community impact
By Allison Kiehl

Staff Writer@Kiehla02

The Special Education department at 
Loveland High School is not traditional 
like normal Math, Science, Language or 
Science course, but an interactive course of 

facility, which students had the opportunity 
to do earlier this school year. “We always 
try to spread joy and be a part of the 
community,” says Molly Swaine (Special 
Education), which is exactly what the 
students did on the excursion to the 

retirement home. 
When the department cannot go out into 

the community, they bring the experience 
into the classroom for students to learn 
from and understand. For Veteran’s Day, 
Swaine’s class had a visit from a retired 
veteran, who shared his experiences with 
the students and taught the importance of 
Veteran’s Day to the class. Students also 
are able to help within the school through 
various projects like the recycling collection 
and helping out in the lunchroom.

For as hard as the special education 
students work, they play just as hard 
through fun activities funded by their 
card business and other fundraising. They 
take trips to local restaurants each month 
and even take day trips to Lake Isabella. 
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study for students with special 
needs. It is a unique program 
that continuously strives to 
teach students while bettering 
the Loveland High School 
itself, as well as the community 
as a whole.

Students work hard to achieve 
skills acquired in a typical core 
course, but they also put a focus 
on learning life skills that will 
better prepare them for life 
after high school. They learn 
this through a series of projects, 
one example is a card making 
business. students in the Special 
Education Department create 
different cards for all occasions 
which they sell in order to fund 
future projects. The cards sell 
for fifty cents each, in packs of four at 
craft fairs and through special orders. Most 
recently, the special education students sold 
their cards at the Loveland High School 
Craft Fair that was held on November 1st, 
2019. Students worked at the fair all day 
selling the creations that they handcrafted 
over the past months. 

The students are involved in the 
community in other ways besides through 
their business. This includes baking and 
delivering cookies to a local retirement 

However, as fun as these trips 
are, they all combine to serve the 
purpose of teaching the students 
life skills, work independence, 
and positive community 
involvement. At the restaurants, 
students are responsible for 
dealing with money and 
communication. Once back at 
the school, students build upon 
these skills in Ms. Haury’s class, 
where she teaches them work 
skills and finds employment for 
the students during and after 
high school. Loveland is unique 
in this way of community 
involvement and community 
support,” says Swaine. “We go 
out in the community daily and 
have them in the classroom. It’s 

been amazing.”
Loveland has a present and strong 

Special Education Department that 
truly serves the students in the best way 
possible, providing them with unique 
opportunities to learn from. All of the skills 
that they learn in both core classes and the 
specialized courses go to help them thrive 
in their post-high school lives. The special 
education students do fantastic work that 
better themselves, the school, and the 
community. 

UNICEF club takes initiative to make world better place
By Kate Carpenter

Staff Writer@kate_carp

Loveland High School students have 
begun to take initiative around the school 
to make the world a better place for those 
living in it. UNICEF is an acronym for 
“United Nations International Children’s 
Emergency Fund.’’ The organization aims 
to help vulnerable and desperate children 
who live in countries without adequate 
access to education and health care. On the 
UNICEF website, the organization states 
that their main belief is, “all children have 
a right to survive, thrive and fulfill their 
potential – to the benefit of a better world.” 
UNICEF has been pursuing this goal since 
1946 when it was initially founded in New 
York City. Since 1946, an astounding $7.7 
billion has been raised and gone back into 
the struggling communities around the 
world. 

With the billions raised by supporters of 
the organization, they have been able to 
touch the lives of millions of less fortunate 
kids and families. In 2018 alone, they were 
able to aid in the birthing and aftercare 
of 27 million babies, provide life-saving 
vaccinations for 65.5 million children, 
educate nearly 12 million children, and 
provide medical support for millions of 
children experiencing malnutrition.

Loveland’s UNICEF Club hopes to aid 
in fulfilling this goal by raising money and 
participating in events such as UNICEF’s 
Children’s Day in which children from all 
over the world take over the news to share 
topics important to them. Additionally, the 
group has participated in “Trick-Or-Treat 

for UNICEF” in which they gathered spare 
coins to be donated to the fund. Through 
this fundraiser, the club raised a little over 
$100 worth of coins. 

Loveland’s UNICEF club typically 
meets once or twice a month to discuss 
current topics and possible opportunities 
to raise money to donate to UNICEF. The 
club is run by Mihaela Manova (12), who, 
through many charity games, fundraisers, 
and events, has raised over $400 for the 
UNICEF Organization. “Our goal is to 
raise money for children around the world 
and advocate for their troubles,” says 
Manova, the current president of the club. 
“I saw a lot of organizations and people 
promoting UNICEF, and I wanted to 
contribute to making a change.” Making a 
change is what many in the club strive for. 
“I saw organizations like UNICEF making 
a huge impact on the world and I decided 
I wanted to join and help out,” says Molly 
Alexander (12). 

Other events the group is hosting include 
a collaboration with the boys’ basketball 
team on Thursday, February 11th. At the 
game, the group will have a booth where 
people can purchase chocolate covered 
pretzels, make donations, and be able to 
see what their donations are going towards. 
All of the money raised at this booth will 
go directly towards the UNICEF Fund. 

In the future, the club hopes to continue 
growing and making donations to the 
UNICEF Organization. It supports the 
growth and development of young children 
in need, making the world better one 
donation at a time. 

From left: Sam Kruse (9), Grace Bernth (12), Mozen 
Shalash (10), Jake Wentland (12), Annelise Dartnal 
(10), and Mark Conroy (11) raise money by selling note 
cards at the Loveland Craft Fair on November 2. 
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The UNICEF Club holds their 
monthly meeting on December 16. 
At this meeting, they made snacks 
for Nest Community Learning 
Center. Through various fundraisers 
and events, the club has raised over 
$400 for the UNICEF organization. 
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Kick off new decade with brand new you 
It is finally the year 2020. Every new year, people come 

up with all these goals like losing weight, eating healthier, 
or just being a better person. 25% of people work on their 
goals for 30 days (or less) and only 8% actually follow 
through on their resolutions (forbes.com). The tradition of 
coming up with a goal and never completing it is something 
Americans are very familiar with. Maybe it gives them a 
boost in their lives for a few days, a good, “I can do it!” 
feeling. However, resolutions after a new year seem to be 
pointless when no one ever follows through.

Of course, oftentimes people have things to do and no 
time for huge resolutions, so they can quickly die out. You 
may be reading this thinking, “I don’t do that.” Don’t kid 
yourself, you do. Especially being in high school, it is 
difficult to find extra time to go work out when you have a 

paper due the next day. Midterms are after Christmas break 
and the New Year so more students will be focused on 
that. Unless your goal is to pass your midterms, you aren’t 
going to find much time and that may be the problem.

Everyone gets busy after the break, especially with 
spring sports around the corner. Everyone goes back to 
work and the grind. The free time that you have leftover 
may be the time you want to just watch Netflix. There 
isn’t much motivation for resolutions, which is fine. You 
don’t have to do something for 2020 either. Maybe you’ve 
slowly been working on a goal for a few years or instead 
of after New Year’s, a summer goal. The point is to do 
something good for yourself or someone else. 

I asked some students on an Instagram poll what some 
of their resolutions were and their opinions on it. There 
were 39 votes, 28% said that they followed through with 
a resolution made during New Years while 72% said they 

didn’t. I had one student, Isa Abrinica (10) tell me that, 
“I find the whole ‘New Years’ resolution’ thing to be a 
bit pointless. I don’t believe people really change unless 
they themselves truly want to, and they have someone to 
hold them accountable to it.” Nicole Niven (10) said, “I 
think New Year’s resolutions are false promises we make 
to ourselves to feel accomplished. Like–no–we won’t lose 
10 pounds or clean our rooms, but we made those goals 
and that was enough effort.” Kaitlyn Naylor (10) told me, 
“They’re fun to do on New Years, but I don’t think most 
people stick to them or even remember them by the end 
of January.” 

The overall consensus seems to be that these goals are 
great, but most are unable to actually accomplish them. If 
you did manage to complete a goal, good for you. If you 
want to feel good about yourself, make an easy goal like, 
“Go to school tomorrow.” Happy 2020 everyone.

Congratulations! You made it through the first semester. 
As the school year is half over, I’m sure you are looking 
forward to summer more than ever, but don’t check out 
yet. There’s still half a year left and this half is just as 
important as the first.

Soon we will start planning for next year, and here are 
some tips for that: 

1. Don’t stress about it too much. I know schedule 
planning can be very stressful and scary, but I promise it 
will all work out.

 2. Don’t be scared to talk to your counselor. Your 
counselor is one of the best resources you can use. They 
can answer questions about anything and they’re just an 
email away.

 3. Don’t be scared to challenge yourself. Don’t be 
scared to take honors, AP, or CCP classes. “Taking AP and 
CCP classes is one of the best things you can do to prepare 
for your future” says Noelle Cotter (12). However, if you 
know that a class will be too hard for you then don’t take 

it. 
4. Don’t let your friends or family influence you. Don’t 

take a class just because your friend or your parents want 
you to. You know what’s best for you.

 The next advice is to stay motivated. I know it’s very 
easy to get distracted and lose motivation now, but find a 
way to push through. Here are some ideas to keep your 
motivation:

1. Remember why you’re doing it. Are you studying to 
pass the class? Are you doing your homework to keep your 
grades up so you can get into your dream school? Find 
your why and stick with it. 

2. Take breaks. Take a 10-15 minute break every once 
in a while when doing school work. Your brain needs a 
break otherwise you won’t retain any information you’re 
learning. 

3. Tackle your work in chunks. If you look at all the 
work at once it’s extremely easy to become overwhelmed. 
To avoid this, tackle your work subject by subject, doing 
the hardest first. While it is tempting to put the hard stuff 
off, just don’t do it.

My other miscellaneous advice is:
 1. Try to sleep. I know this can be extremely challenging 

sometimes, but sleep is important. We all know the 
detrimental effects that lack of sleep have on your health 
and if you come to school after getting little sleep, your 
learning will be affected negatively. 

2. Ask your teachers for help. Now more than ever it is 
important to ask for help. You will be glad you got help 
in the long run and your teachers will appreciate that you 
care enough to ask for help.

 3. Have some fun during the weekend. This will help 
you feel a lot better.

 4. If possible, start a homework/study group. You will 
be able to help and motivate each other, and studying with 
friends is so much better than studying alone. 

My final piece of advice is: don’t get too stressed. Stress 
is bad for both your physical and mental health. I’ve 
learned that most of the time everything turns out okay 
and all the stress was for nothing.

I hope you take my advice to heart as we head into the 
second semester and beyond. 

By Laurel Gibbins
Staff Writer

By Grace Nunn
Staff Writer                     @gracegnunn

Tips for surviving second semester and beyond
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The new year offers a chance to start over, and making resolutions is one way many celebrate the year. Any effort made is a step in the right 
direction, even if you don’t completely follow through on them, helping you reset for the new year!
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Plastic: it comes in bag, straw, container, or bottle 
form. It’s all over grocery stores, it’s how most people 
package food–and it doesn’t decompose. However, in the 
rush to save the planet from eternal overheating, science 
has come up with ways to reduce plastic usage. And not 
just any kind of plastic—single-use plastic, specifically. 
Innovations such as plastic-eating bacteria, plastics that 
turn into valuable chemicals, plastic-free grocery stores, 
multiple-use plastics, and even biodegradable plastics are 
all reducing waste. All of these innovations, hopefully, can 
help the world become a cleaner place—once they’re all 
fully implemented in society.

In PBS’ hour-long documentary dubbed “The Plastic 
Problem,” interviewers traveled around the continent to 
seek out scientists—and even some non-scientists—with 
answers. They met with Seattle’s composters, a Canadian 
plastic-free store owner, and scientists hoping to develop 
ways to rid the oceans of plastic. They even reported 
that certain companies, such as Coca-Cola, are hoping to 
utilize biodegradable plastics instead of single-use ones by 
the end of the ‘20s. In plastic-free stores, people bring in 
their own containers and fill them up with things such as 
milk. No container? No problem—the store holds extras 
at each of the filling stations! It was even shown that the 
only plastic used in the entire store was multiple-use and 
held foods such as peanuts. Fruits and veggies are fresh 

and aren’t wrapped in plastic bags. All storage options 
are made of glass or other biodegradable options. The 
reporters also tried shopping at a regular store only to 
discover that every item they bought, from chips to milk to 
fruits, had plastic involved in some way.

Science. It’s life-saving. Since the only current way to 
permanently get rid of plastic is to incinerate it—and that 
brings about toxic chemicals—scientists have decided to 
create more innovative ways to get rid of plastic. Morgan 
Vague, a scientist from Texas, has created plastic-eating 
bacteria in response to noticing all of this. Unfortunately, 
the bacteria thus far has not eaten the plastic “fast enough,” 
so she’s been attempting to create ways to make the plastic 
more appetizing, hoping to speed up the process. Science 
Daily has a story on how some scientists have created ways 
to break down plastic using light and a specific solvent that 
makes it weaker to light. The team in Singapore was able to 
mix the plastics in with the aforementioned solvent, which 
made it capable of dissolving in light. These solutions may 
be far-fetched and imperfect, but they certainly aren’t the 
only ones.

So, what can you do to reduce plastic waste? Any VSCO 
girl would say to use a metal straw instead of a plastic one, 
but silicone and paper straws also work. Try using reusable 
bags when shopping—but don’t forget to wash them from 
time to time! Reduce your plastic water bottle usage, try to 
reuse plastic items, and perhaps even take up composting. 
There are many ways to reduce both your carbon footprint 
and plastic waste numbers—you just have to keep your 
eye open!

How science and citizens 
are changing plastic

Dear Seniors,
You’re almost there, kind of.
We may still have too many months of school left to 

name, and many of us have college decisions to make. 
Um, talk about scary! 

Lots of you have already been admitted to a school, 
maybe multiple schools, so is there even a point of doing 
well in your classes? You’ve worked hard the last few 
years, and everyone deserves to have some fun.

Senioritis is 
bad (mostly)

By Marisa Kelley
Staff Writer@peachymarisa

By Claire Wallace
Co-Editor-in-Chief@ccwallace4
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So, don’t spend the last semester of high school doing 
school 24/7. Because that will suck and it’ll stop you from 
hanging out with friends, family, or trying something new. 
(Now, I’m not saying you should stop doing homework 
altogether, never study, and then do worse in your classes 
than normal; you should definitely still study).

You should find a better balance, study some of the 
time, but if friends decide to hang out one night, don’t let 
homework be the only reason you don’t go.

So, here’s a list of things that you should 100% do before 
the end of high school

1. Go to a basketball game, track meet, tennis match, or 
literally anything in between!

You could go to a game for a sport you’ve never seen 
before, or you could be supporting a team your best friend 
is on. Either way, it’s a great way to get involved and 
support your classmates.

2. Visit your old teachers!
It would be easiest to do this with teachers at the high 

school, literally just stop in and say hi. They might be 
happy to see you (or really annoyed), but either way you’ll 
be glad you said hello. Just a disclaimer, if they give you 
detention for interrupting their class it is entirely your own 
fault.

3. Try something new!
You don’t need to go skydiving but that would certainly 

be an option. You could try a new food, or go to IHOP in 
the middle of the night with friends. Maybe you’ll even 
find out that you really like playing rec soccer, when you 
previously thought you were the most uncoordinated 
person in the world.

We’re all so close to graduation, so go have some fun. 
Just make sure to keep your grades up, and to stay safe, so 
that your graduation isn’t put in jeopardy.

Sincerely,
Claire

Tess Broermann (10) dribbles up the court 
during a game. Basketball games are a great 
option for a fun night with friends. 

Pictured are two different charts depicting the Pacific Garbage patch and plastic production 
worldwide. Within the past year, scientists have developed new ways to help get rid of plastic.
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Frozen: a movie that originally came out in late 2013 
and immediately broke some serious box office records. 
In 2014, Guinness World Records dubbed the movie as 
the world’s highest-grossing animation, surpassing even 
Toy Story 3. In the span of one year, it had earned roughly 
$1,072,391,611. Frozen’s sequel has clearly decided to 

“All is Found” in Frozen’s sequel

stick to this record-smash by debuting 
with more than $127 million in the first 
weekend alone. As of December 1st, the 
movie has grossed roughly $736 million 
worldwide—just shy of making it the sixth 
movie by Disney to hit $1 billion in 2019 
alone. And this is before Star Wars: The 
Rise of Skywalker came out!

Disney has been making big bucks as of late. According 
to macrotrends, a website that was created for charts 
and business calculations, Disney made $69.570 billion 
between September 30th, 2018 and September 30th, 
2019. It’s a profitable business, no? Always has been, and 
probably will be for a very long time.

The reviews thus far have been mixed, but I personally 
enjoyed the movie. Each of the main characters went 
through more self-growth and character development than 
Katniss Everdeen in The Hunger Games trilogy (which, 
movie-wise, was a huge disappointment). Not only this, 
but the scenery was just… aesthetically pleasing. The 
backgrounds were wonderful, Elsa’s magic powers were 
artistic, and the plot overall was original and refreshing. 

There was one specific part that I sort of knew would 
happen, but it surprised me in the end. I’d rather not spoil 
the plot, so no in-depth analysis for this one. Without 
spoiling, let’s mention a few key moments and nothing 
else, starting with how Kristoff showed that he has actual 
emotions in his own ballad of “Lost In The Woods.” In 
this part, Kristoff sings about how he feels lost without 
love. That scene was beautiful, and it was nice to see a 

guy being vulnerable instead of acting like 
some big, tough guy throughout the entire 
movie. 

Another wonderful scene was “Into The 
Unknown”—which has its music video on 
YouTube now. Elsa’s magic has matured 
since the first movie, the characters have 

become more expressive, the animations are smoother,  
the music was masterful, and this song in particular helped 
demonstrate how Elsa feels like she doesn’t belong as the 
queen. It really set up the whole desire to find out what 
the voice calling to Elsa was, and it’s really an integral 
part of the entire story. Even “The Next Right Thing” was 
awesome, because it showed how Anna was learning to 
become more independent. The movie demonstrated a 
lot of self-growth (those three scenes, among others, in 
specific) and was a rollercoaster of emotions. I recommend 
watching Frozen II and would watch again. The whole 
movie was chock-full of surprises! I wasn’t bored, I wasn’t 
falling asleep but rather was actively engaged throughout 
the entire movie. Kudos to Disney for yet another animated 
hit!

“The world’s 
highest-grossing 
animation, 
surpassing even 
Toy Story 3”

By Marisa Kelley
Staff Writer@peachymarisa

By Claire Wallace
Co-Editor-in-Chief@ccwallace4
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This year is definitely an unusual one for Loveland 
students. It’s the first year of official midterms for students. 
In past years, we’ve had two sections of finals, one in 
January and another in May. 

In past years, students had the exams spread out over a 
few days. This meant that students only had 2 or 3 classes 
per day, when they took exams, and were able to go home 
after. Because of this policy, students could prepare for 
the next day’s tests and have time to destress. This year 
students are still able to leave during finals, but only on the 
final exam days. 

All classes are required to give a midterm, a policy that 
wasn’t as strictly enforced in years past. This is because 
of the schedule change. In the past many courses would 
be finishing in January. In semester-long courses there 
wasn’t much time to administer a midterm at the end of 
October, so the only exam taken by many students was a 
final. I don’t like that all courses need to give a midterm, 
but midterms definitely help students prepare for college 
by forcing them to establish good study habits. 

Midterms and finals this year are not weighted as heavily 
as in past years. Last year, the exams made up 20% of the 
final grade. This year, midterms make up 10% of the first 
semester grade, and the final makes up 10% of the second 
semester grade. When the two semesters are put together, 
the weight of each test decreases

Seniors are still exempt from finals, but have to take 
midterms no matter what. While I’m sure that this is 
how it worked for year-long classes seniors took in past 
years. The concern about midterms from current seniors 
has definitely increased due to the fact that graduated 
classmates never really took them. This is, again, because 
of the year-long schedule.

The requirements for senior exemption have also 
changed. Last year, seniors needed an overall grade of 
at least 93% from the quarters they took the class. So, if 
someone had a class in first semester only, the average 
from quarters 1 and 2 had to be at least 93%. This year, 
with year-long classes, the grade from the course still 
needs to be at least a 93% but it only takes into account 
the third and fourth quarters despite the fact that the course 
runs over quarter 1, 2, 3 and 4. So, while this might help 
some seniors get exempt from their finals, I don’t think it 
is a fair representation of the whole course, which is what 
most course finals will cover.

Maybe the final for all classes will only cover the second 
half of the class, which will help all students while also 
making the senior exemption policy make more sense. 
Either way, as a senior, I want the exemption policy to be 
a fair representation of the work I put into doing well in 
the class, no matter what material the final actually covers.

While all of the testing this year is definitely different, 
some of it good, and some of it a bit questionable and 
confusing, I believe that everyone will be able to do their 
best on the tests.

2020
Exam Schedule

New year brings new 
changes to midterms
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S h o w  c h o i r s  s h o w  o f f  d u r i n g  p r e v i e w  n i g h t

D i s n e y +  v s  N e t f l i x ,  w h i c h  i s  b e t t e r ?

Recently Disney released Disney+, 
which is in direct competition with Netflix. 
Netflix is the original streaming service 
and has gained 60 million users in over 
190 countries science its 1997 release 
date. Disney+ only has 10 million users 

By Brianna Cainion
Staff Writer@bribriandthepros
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The picture above captures the idea of Disney+ vs Netflix. Both of these 
platforms have many users who love specialized content.

Photo courtesy of Echo.com

The photo above consists of a Netflix original known as Stranger Things. 
The show has gained a lot of popularity over time. 

By Laurel Gibbins
Staff Writer@lfgibbins9212

Recently, Loveland show choirs had their 
first concert performing their spring shows. 
After such a wonderful performance, 
the students are pumped and ready to 
compete against others! Many people 
loved the show and felt like the groups did 
amazingly well. Emma Thomson (10) 
states, “I really liked that each show was 
just as good as each other. It was so cool 
to see the hard work everyone puts in and I 
wish we could see y’all more often.”  

If you weren’t able to attend, you missed 
out on great performances by the three 
choirs. For By Request, their show had a 
bit of a twist on it this year that took many 
by surprise with the second half of the 
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In the photo above, Allure is performing their second half of 
their show. Many people enjoyed their performance.

This picture captures By Request performing their first-half of their 
show. A lot of people enjoyed their show.

in 5 countries (cnet.com). Granted that 
Disney+ only came out in November, their 
numbers are still quite impressive. So, the 
question is, which is better? The factors 
that I will judge these two servicers on are 
cost, content, and appearance. 

The first factor is the cost. Disney+ has 
two options, per month or year service. 
Currently, it is $6.99 a month or $69.99 per 
year ($5.83 per month). Netflix has three 
plans that are between $8.99 and $15.99 

a month. Netflix’s most basic plan only 
allows one device at a time while Disney+ 
allows four devices at a time, the same 
number of devices that Netflix allows with 
their most expensive plan. Disney+ is the 
better value when just looking at the cost. 

Netflix has way more content than 
Disney+, but let’s be honest, most of it is 

not good. Most of the time people watch 
a few shows and maybe a documentary or 
movie every so often. Disney+ has content 
spanning from the beginning of Disney’s 
history and features almost every Disney, 
Pixar, Marvel, Star Wars, and National 
Geographic movies and TV shows, as well 
as Disney+ originals. Disney+ has one 
very important thing that Netflix doesn’t, 
childhood nostalgia. Disney has always 
been excellent at playing to people’s 

nostalgia. Just look at their theme parks. 
Almost every ride or attraction involves 
nostalgia. Disney is a big part of growing 
up for many people and has been since the 
company started almost 100 years ago. All 
of the old Disney movies are childhood 
classics. In every generation since Disney’s 
beginning, almost everyone grew up 

watching Disney movies. In our generation, 
almost everyone grew up watching old 
Disney Channel shows like The Suite Life 
of Zack and Cody, and Hannah Montana. 
When people watch Disney+, they relive 
their childhood memories. That doesn’t 
happen with Netflix. 

At first glance, Netflix and Disney+ look 
very similar. On both services, each person 
has their own profile. Netflix doesn’t really 
have categories, but on Disney+, you can 

choose what category you want to watch 
(Star Wars, Pixar, etc.) and that narrows 
down your options. Unlike Netflix, 
Disney+ doesn’t have auto play and that 
can be quite annoying. 

To see what students thought, I conducted 
a poll and found 62% of students prefer 
Netflix while 38% prefer Disney+. Some 

student responses were, “I think that 
Netflix is better than Disney+ because it 
has more shows that I want to watch” says 
Jessie Gibbins (10). “I think that Disney+ 
is better because I love Disney movies 
and Disney shows,” says Grace Jones 
(10). Looking at the numbers, Netflix has 
a substantial head start over Disney+, but 
there is no doubt that Disney+ will soon 
catch up.

show being country-themed. The songs this 
year are: “Who’s Gonna Save the World” 
with Sara Mueller (11) as the soloist, 
“Little Help From My Friends” with Anna 
Colletto (11) as the soloist, “Sing For 
Myself” with Charlie Housemeyer (12) as 
the soloist, then “Home Sweet Home” with 
Sky Belieu (12), Stone Thole (11), Myles 
Lamson (10), and Eden Paddock (10) in 
a quartet for the beginning. Then finally, 
the show ends with “Sunday’s Finest” with 
Calloway Hefner (12) as the soloist. 

For Allure’s show, they also had a big 
change compared to their past shows that 
had more of a pop or sassy feel to them. 
The first half of the show had more of a 
dark nightemarish tone with it being based 
on being in a nightmare. After the first two 

songs, the ballad comes, reasoning one 
will be okay. Then the ballad transitions 
into the second half of the show that has 
a much lighter tone. It speaks of being out 
of a nightmare and living life to the fullest. 
Their songs are “Nightmare” with Tricia 
Halili-felse (9), “Boogie Man” with Nicole 
Young (12) as a soloist, “You’re Gonna 
Be Okay” with Isabel Hamm (11) as the 
soloist, “Good Morning” with Vivien 
Terselic (12), Kendall Forest (10), and 
Ava Dudeck (10) as a trio for the song. 
Finally, the choir performs “Sunshine.” 

Finally, with Revolution’s show, they 
don’t necessarily have a theme but their 
songs consist of, “Happy Kids” with 
Aiden Dowey (7) as soloist, “Get Stupid,” 
“A Little More Homework To Do” with 

Paxton Merz (6) and Violet Paddock (8) 
as a duet, “Monalisa” with Isaiah Collazo 
(8), “Number is a Work of Art,” then 
finally, they tie it all together with a song 
titled “Stick Together.”

The preview show is pretty important 
to show choir members since it is their 
first time able to show what they had been 
working hard on for months and will use in 
competition. It also has a lot of significance 
since it is the first time the seniors will be 
performing their final high school show. 
This show is only the beginning of a great 
year that everyone is anxious about. All 
groups hope you will be able to go to a 
competition of theirs to support them; it 
would mean a lot! 

With streaming services popping up all over, where should you be spending money?

Photo courtesy of Shane Harden
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High school through 
eyes of a 5th grader
By Kate Carpenter

Staff Writer@kate_carp

TikTok is an enormous app that is well 
known among younger generations. Many 
people love the app while some may find 
it a waste of time or a joke. “What I love 
about TikTok is that we can all relate in 
many different ways. Other people might 
be going through what we are going 
through. I also love that I can get a good 
laugh off of TikTok. It brings laughter 
and maybe a song you never knew about. 
Sometimes TikTok can get annoying with 
all the “hype” directed to certain people. 
Other than that, TikTok is all about having 
fun and expressing yourself. Period,” Said 
Mya Nieves (10), who has a rather positive 
outlook on the app. Others have a rather 
negative outlook on the app as well. “I 
think the app is stupid, it doesn’t make any 
sense to me,” said Claire Abdo (12).

TikTok hype is real: D’amelio, French and more
By Brianna Cainion

Staff Writer@bribriandthepros

Photo courtesy of D’Amelio Family

D’Amelio (left) rose to 
fame, at only 15 years 
old, after posting videos 
of her dancing. She  
hopes to be a positive 
role model for those 
who see her TikToks. 
French (right) “stole” the 
hype when her following 
increased to 1.4 million 
followers overnight due 
to her relatable content.
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Dempsey O’Keefe shares her 
thoughts about all things high 
school related. Thanks to her 
insights, it is clear The Roar is the 
superior news source for students.

It’s known that it’s fairly easy to get 
“TikTok famous” as people would call it, 
becoming TikTok famous can really make 
yourself known. You can also make money 
going live if your fans are willing enough to 
send it. The app was known as Musical.ly 
before becoming TikTok. Its name changed 
due to the app being sold to an internet 
technology company headquartered in 
Beijing.  

There are many things you can do to get 
TikTok fame like joining in on dance trends, 
lip-syncing, acting, singing, and many 
more. You can also find a hilarious number 
of memes on the app as well, which a lot of 
people are on it for anyways. 

Lately, there has been a tremendous 
amount of talk on the app in the comment 
sections about “hype,” with one big 
question being “who deserves the hype?” 
One person who is in the spotlight of it all 

right now is known as Charli D’Amelio. 
D’Amelio is well known for her dancing 
skills. She blew up fast on the app, which 
caused haters to focus their attention on 
her. It seemed like everyone was against 
her. Because of her fame, the word “hype” 
started to get thrown around on TikTok. 
Many comments were like, “Like this 
comment if you don’t understand the 
hype” and “I don’t get the hype.” She never 
responded to the hate and just continued 
making more content. This led her to more 
fame as she eventually hit 7.8 million 
followers along with getting verified on 
the app. 

Another hyped user by the name of, Alex 
French, got super popular when she made 
a video where she said, “hi.” It went viral 
and got a crazy amount of recognition. She 
got so popular from the video that she went 
from 300,000 to 1.4 million followers in 

one day. 
Once French started to get a lot of hype, 

many people changed their opinions on 
D’Amelio and wanted her to have the 
hype, not French. “Personally, I think 
Alex should have the hype. I really like 
how positive and nice she seems.” Olivia 
Hughes (10) said. Others feel D’Amelio 
deserves the hype. “I think Charli should 
have the hype honestly considering she can 
dance really well.” Axhaera Komolthiti 
(10) stated. 

Some people are pro-D’Amelio while 
others are pro-French. 

In conclusion, the TikTok community is 
going crazy over who will have the hype 
next. Who it should and shouldn’t be, but 
why not just hype them both? TikTok is a 
very immense app that consists of a lot of 
creativity and talent people share on the 
app. 

Join
The Roar

The best source for student news!

See your work published!

Contact Mr. Hutzel in room 110 
if interested in joining next year!

Write about topics important to you!

Learn about the student body!

For the longest time I have wondered 
what the 5th grade version of myself would 
have thought about high school. To uncover 
the inner thoughts of a young student, I sat 
down with a full-time 5th grader and asked 
several questions relating to school and her 
life. 

1)What is your name?
Dempsey O’Keefe
2)How old are you? And what grade are 

you currently in?
I am 11
and I’m in 5th grade
3)What is the most difficult thing that 

you have ever had to do?
Moving from Indiana to Ohio 

4)What do you think SAT and ACT 
stand for?

SAT - Standardized Test
ACT - Assigned College Test 
5)What do you know about high school?
There’s four years of it.
You get to go to prom. 
There’s homecoming in the fall and 

winter.
You get to choose the classes you take. 
6)What is one question that you would 

want to ask your future self?
Will I have the same friends as I do now?
7)Do you prefer LHSNN or The Roar?
Definitely The Roar 
8)What class do you like the most and 

why?
English, because I get to write 
9)What is your hardest (class) subject?
Science
10)What do you want to be when you 

grow up?
I want to be an author
11)What are you most excited/nervous 

about in high school?
Excited: because of sports 
Nervous: having to make friends 
12)What’s your favorite school 

memory?
When I won an award 

I was fortunate enough to interview 
Dempsey, she has allowed me to learn 
more about the mind of a 5th grader. 
Knowing this information has allowed us 
to see what’s in store for Loveland’s future 
and the world.

Photo courtesy of zcool
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With the boys’ basketball season underway, it is 
important to highlight some student-athletes who will 
be playing key roles in the team’s success as the season 
progresses. One player, in particular, has blossomed into a 
star for the Tigers. 

Standing at just 5’10”, Brenton Foust (12) doesn’t need 
to be the tallest on the court to make an impact. Right now, 
he leads the team in points per game (10.1) and steals per 
game (1.4). Shooting 40% from the field, he has become a 
reliable scorer for the Tigers. 

Foust has seen a considerable increase in his on-court 
production since last season. In his junior season, Foust 
averaged 7.0 points per game. With the departure of 
seniors Jalen Greiser, Matt Toigo, and Tripp Willis, Foust 
needed to step up this season. So far, it is safe to say he 
has done so. “I think I have improved upon my shot better 
and I feel more comfortable shooting from the perimeter,” 
Foust said. 

When asked about how he feels being one of the shorter, 
if not the shortest, players on the court at any given time, 
Foust did not express much concern. “Even though I am 
not one of the biggest kids on the court I am one of the 
quicker, athletic players, so I use that to my advantage,” 

Tiger Athlete Spotlight: Brenton Foust

he said. “I find other ways to impact the game other than 
using my size.” 

Across the ECC, Foust has become known for his 
blistering speed on the court. In their game on December 
6, Foust was defending an Anderson guard as he took 
the ball up the court. In an instant, Foust poked the ball 
loose, and as the ball rolled down the court in the opposite 
direction, he hustled by the guard to grab the ball and 
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make a layup on the other end–probably the most exciting 
play in Loveland’s solid 46-34 win against the Redskins. 

Rob Reis (Head Coach) is fortunate to have a player 
like Foust, saying, “As a three-year varsity basketball 
player, it is very assuring to know that he has been through 
many close game and tense moments on the basketball 
court, and that he will keep his composure, while doing 
what he can to help the team have success.”

“Brenton is fun to play with,” teammate Ian Cox (12) 
said of Foust. “He brings a lot of supply to the demand. 
Because of him, our team is in equilibrium.”

Aside from basketball, Foust has made a name for 
himself in track, specifically in the 100, 200 and 400 meter 
events. Last year, Foust held the second best time in the 
ECC for both the 100 and 200 meter, with times of 11.20 
and 22.99, respectively. His 51.60 second 400-meter time 
was the fifth best in the conference–not too shabby. 

Foust has received wide acclaim for his play from the 
student fan base. “Brenton is the most agile and quick 
player I’ve seen since Jack Stewart back in 2017,” ardent 
supporter Jay Adams (12) said. “When he hit that up and 
under layup against Anderson, my toes tingled.”

As the boys’ Tiger Basketball season goes on, make sure 
to keep an eye out for #11 Brenton Foust. Don’t blink, or 
you might miss him.  

By Sam Greenberg
Co-Editor-in-Chief@samhgreenberg

Bowling teams “strike” again
By Allison Kiehl

Staff Writer@Kiehla02

The bowling teams at Loveland High School are off to 
another excellent beginning of their seasons. Last year, 
they both had remarkable records and are looking again 
for continued excellent results.

The season began on November 18th at Crossgate Lanes 
against Reading High School, a strong first match when 
both the boys and girl’s teams achieved victory. Since 
then, the girl’s bowling team has maintained the winning 
streak and is currently undefeated both in the conference 
and overall. They have had a total of eight wins, leaving 
their average at a perfect 100 percent. The men’s team 
has also had a positive beginning to their season with an 
average of 88.9 percent with a 8 and 1 record thus far. 

The bowling teams are led by Mr. Adams (Men’s 
Varsity Bowling Coach) and Mr. Grogan (Women’s 
Varsity Bowling Coach) as well as team captains Matthew 
Rychlik (12) and Grady Pettit (12). Under this leadership, 
the teams hope to achieve more than years past. “As a 
team, we want to place number one in the ECC and be 
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undefeated - which as of now, we are achieving,” says 
Ashley George (12). Jeffrey Scott (12) has similar goals; 
“I want the team to have a winning record, to have its best 
year to date.” 

The bowling teams’ season began in November and 
their matches will continue through February 12th. They 
play both schools traditionally in the ECC, including 
Milford, Kings, West Clermont, Turpin, Walnut Hills, and 
Anderson. However, they also bowl against teams from 
Reading, Sycamore, Winton Woods, Moeller, Deer Park, 
and Little Miami that are not in the conference. Matches 
against these different high school’s amount to two sets of 
averages; one from in the ECC and an overall score. 

The students on the men’s and women’s bowling teams 
are very passionate about their sport and are pleased with 
the results from the start of this season. “My favorite 
part about being on the bowling team is playing in tight 
matches with my teammates and the energy we create,” 
says Rychlik. “I am really looking forward to an even 
better record than last year, a possible ECC title, and 

postseason success.” Alton French (10) also expressed 
his excitement for this season, “My favorite part about the 
bowling team is the people I get to bowl and have fun 
with. I look forward to improving my game along with the 
team.” With such a strong start, the bowling teams have 
hopes of being the number one team in the ECC and to 
be recognized as a top team in both the Cincinnati area 
and the state. “I’m looking forward to finishing higher this 
year than in the past and being able to compete to the best 
of our abilities,” remarks Pettit. “I’d like for us to make it 
to Districts and be the first in the conference.”

A schedule for both the men’s and women’s teams 
have been posted on lovelandtigers.org, along with more 
information regarding the teams. They compete in matches 
at their home bowling alley, Crossgate Lanes, as well as at 
a number of other bowling alleys located throughout the 
tri-state area. Both the men’s and women’s bowling teams 
have had an amazing season thus far and are expected to 
have more greatness to come. Make sure to come out and 
support!
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Brenton Foust makes a layup. This season, Foust 
has made a name for himself in the ECC. 

Nov. 2019
Mon. 18           Loveland 1894, Reading 1820        
Wed. 20           Loveland 2008, Anderson 1714        
Mon. 25           Loveland 1925, Anderson 1657        

Dec. 2019
Tue. 3              Loveland 1929, Kings 1869        
Wed. 4             Loveland 2054, Kings 1811        
Wed. 11           Loveland 1833, Walnut Hills 1504        
Thu. 12            Loveland 1849, Walnut Hills 1833        
Sat. 14             at Holiday Classic        
Wed. 18           Loveland 1948, Sycamore 1105        

Girls
 Nov. 2019
Mon. 18 Loveland 2552, Reading 2425        
 Wed. 20 Loveland 2541, Anderson 1615        
 Mon. 25 Loveland 2493, Anderson 1856        

Dec. 2019
 Tue. 3 Loveland 2480, Kings 2307        
 Wed. 4 Kings 2571, Loveland 2538        
 Wed. 11 Loveland 2463, Walnut Hills 1851        
 Thu. 12 Loveland 2357, Walnut Hills 1935        
 Sun. 15 at Holiday Classic        
 Mon. 16 Loveland 2424, Norwood 1984        
Wed. 18 Loveland 2653, Sycamore 2373 

Boys
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As we begin a new year–a new decade–
it is important to reflect on the previous 
one. I asked LHS’s own Casey Thomas 
(Physical Education) for his opinion on 
the previous decade, and how we can better 
ourselves for the new one (while, of course, 
sprinkling in some random, lighthearted 
questions). 

1. Can you reflect on the 2010s? Do 
you think society has made any kind of 
progress? Or, do you think there is more 
work to do?

The majority of the world tends to 
trend based on many things we do and 
accomplish here in the greatest nation in 
the world; the United States of America. I 
do believe in the past decade, the American 
population has turned more towards “ME” 
instead of “WE.” Society doesn’t function 
well if most of us are not on the same 
page. I don’t see this changing in mass, 
but it can’t continue to perpetuate. If you 
look at the holiday season, you’ll see what 

our society should be like year-round. 
Kindness and putting others needs forward 
is rewarding, but requires self-sacrifice to 
care for everyone you 
care about, which is 
likely the reason our 
society only does 
this consistently for a 
couple months. 

2. Do you believe 
in aliens? 

I have been around 
for forty-eight years 
and seen a lot, and I 
kept my eyes open, 
because there are 
some very interesting 
individuals roaming 
our planet and I have met some strange 
birds; but I believe they were all born 
somewhere on this planet. 

3. What is one goal you have for 2020? 
My biggest goal is to celebrate the little 

things in life that tend to happen daily or 
consistently. For example, after hitting 

the steps at Planet Fitness for an hour, 
grabbing three or four grape Tootsie rolls 
is something I actually look forward to. 

Small moments occur with a 
hug or kiss from a loved one 
and I rarely say goodbye to 
anyone. 

4. Do you have advice for 
any seniors who might be 
battling a case of “senioritis?”

Absolutely! Wrap your 
head around this notion. High 
School is the easiest thing 
you’ll do for the rest of your 
life. Entering the workforce, 
[there is] that college tuition 
and degree, marriage, kids, 
mortgages, car payments, and 

more responsibilities than you can fathom. 
ENJOY this last year.

5. Have you lost all faith in the Bengals 
as a franchise, or is there hope? 

The Bengals are a corporation and 
a poorly run one at that. Mike Brown 
receives hundreds of millions of dollars 

whether they are 16-0 or 0-16. So where 
is the incentive? I would hope pride would 
do it. He practices nepotism to a degree 
that leaves no room for people to challenge 
what is a lame group decision. The dude 
is rich, and he’ll stay rich, but I do not 
believe he cares about winning. I would 
take the gig of General Manager and we 
would acquire the players we need, pull the 
biggest paradigm shift one could imagine 
and not be a daily NFL punchline.

*Thank you for reading this edition of 
Talkin’ With T. As always, heed this man’s 
words.

By Sam Greenberg
Co-Editor-in-Chief@samhgreenberg

Talkin’ with T: wisdom for new decade

Baby Yoda not so out of  this  galaxy?
For this issue of Meme Review, we are 

diving deep into the galaxy. With the re-
lease of Disney+ Star Wars fans quickly 
caught on to the streaming service’s new 
show, The Mandalorian. For some reason, 
Baby Yoda took off and became the star of 
it. People on Twitter were quick to make 
Baby Yoda a trend, putting its face on ev-
ery living object out there. A memorable 
scene that took off is when Baby Yoda sips 
a cup of soup. 

On Twitter, people posted the clip with 
captions like, “Every Mom on Christmas 
morning watching you open presents,” (@
TheJulieBenson).  It has become the new 
“sipping tea” meme of the year, pushing 
out others such as Kermit drinking tea.

Not only is Baby Yoda a meme, but it’s 
also just a favorite character. Everyone 

seems to love every movement Baby Yoda 
makes, even though it hasn’t even spoken 
a word yet. Its big glassy eyes and small 
green figure have engrossed everyone, se-
riously everyone. Every time a new epi-
sode is released all I see on Twitter is a new 
popular clip of Baby Yoda. I must agree, 
Baby Yoda is adorable, but I think we are 
getting a bit too carried away. How funny 
would it be if Baby Yoda becomes some 
crazy villain after everyone has declared it 
the cutest thing in the galaxy? Like, what 
if Baby Yoda just goes full-on evil mode 
and attacks everyone. I haven’t watched 
the show so I honestly have no clue what 
is happening right now, but who knows? I 
rate this meme a 5/10 because it is weak. 
I’ve seen Baby Yoda a million times on 
Twitter and I am sick of it! No more, I say. 
However, Baby Yoda is adorable so I’ll 
give it 5 cute points.

By Grace Nunn
Staff Writer@gracegnunn
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Obsessed with YOU - 
Netflix series returns

The Netflix original, YOU is a 
psychological thriller that has become a 
massive hit. On December 26th the second 
season was dropped. A lot of people were 
talking about it so why not write about it. 

This season is a lot for Joe, the main 
character who just so happens to be a serial 
killer. He has become obsessed with a 
new girl, Love, (how ironic) as he moves 
to California to pursue a new life. He is 
obsessed with having a perfect life with a 
significant other and he will do anything 
for it. He steals someone’s identity, but 
somehow they become friends? He has 
the weirdest interactions with Love’s twin 

brother, Forty. Someone important from 
Joe’s past is back. Joe also has a new 
child to “protect” as he did with Paco, his 
neighbor from season 1. Joe doesn’t kill as 
much this season for Love. However, at the 
end of the season there is a huge plot twist. 

I asked a fellow student what she thought 
about the season as a whole. Vivien 
Terselic (12) told me, “Will/Joe should’ve 
gotten tried and gone to jail, but they had to 
throw in a plot twist and make Love a crazy 
murderer, too. I imagine a third season 
would follow him becoming involved with 
the neighbor, as the last episode teased.” 

I thoroughly enjoyed season 2 of YOU, 
so I am hopeful for a third season. 

By Grace Nunn
Staff Writer@gracegnunn
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